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ABSTRACT

The paper delivers an overview about experiments with neutrons from the spallation source SINQ which
are not especially devoted to neutron scattering. A total of six experimental facilities are under
construction using thermal as well as cold neutrons. Starting with some general considerations about the
interaction of neutrons with matter, the principles, boundary conditions and the experimental set up of
these experiments are described briefly. Some more details are given for the neutron radiography facility
NEUTRA as the author's special interest and research field.

1. Behaviour of neutrons in interaction with matter

If a beam of free neutrons meets a material sample there will be interactions and changes of the
properties of the sample and the neutron beam as well. The different kinds of interactions are very
dependent on the sample material, but also on the energy of the neutrons. In very rough terms the
interactions can be categorized as:

• absorption
• scattering
• fission
• spallation

The probabilities for interactions are described by cross-sections o*, where the index may
describe the special kind of interaction. Whereas this meeting's topic is mainly devoted to neutron
scattering, some important experimental arrangements at the spallation source SINQ will also use
some other types of neutron interactions.

The scattering process represents only a weak sustainable influence on the sample properties,
but the scattered neutrons provide information on the inner structure and distributions of the nuclei
of the sample. Therefore, neutron diffraction is a very helpful tool for basic research in condensed
matter physics.

On the other hand, neutron absorption leads to modifications of the nuclei of the irradiated
sample. Prompt reactions have to be distinguished from processes which excite nuclides (activation),
followed by an deexcitation by the emission of particles or gamma radiation. As result of the
absorption process other nuclides are generated (stable or radioactive).

Fission by neutrons can be caused in a few materials only. Only some special isotopes with
atomic weights above and including uranium can be split up into fission product nuclides with
thermal neutrons. With fast neutrons some more isotopes are fissionable, but with lower efficiency
compared to slow neutrons.
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To illustrate the behaviour of nuclides in interaction with neutrons the cross-sections of
zirconium are shown in fig. 1 for the different kinds of interactions in dependency on the neutron
energy.

Whereas hydrogen has a dominating scattering cross-section compared to its absorption
behaviour, the nuclides with higher atom mass show an increasing number of reaction types with
increasing neutron energies. This behaviour is especially valid for the higher actinide materials. A
very interesting effect is the occurrence of resonances in the keV region which is important for
nuclear reactor physics, but also for the understanding of the inner structure of the nuclei.
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Fig. 1: Comparison of neutron reaction cross-sections of zirconium for different reaction types in dependency on the
neutron energy

Spallation of nuclei can be obtained only with high energy neutrons (above 20 MeV). The
processes during these interactions become very complex and can be simulated with statistical
nuclear models. At these high energies neutrons and protons show about the same behaviour in
interactions. The bombardment of a heavy material target with high energy particles is one possibility
to generate free neutrons, as practically intended with spallation sources.

2. Applications and utilisation of neutrons from reactors

For the last decades since the discovery of nuclear fission research reactors have been used as
the most important neutron sources for research, nuclear technology and industrial applications.
Compared to nuclear power plants which are optimised to produce electricity in the order of several
hundreds of MW, research reactors are designed for a maximum gain of free neutrons per generated
heat (which has to be removed useless). Typical research reactors providing thermal fluxes of about
1014 neutrons cm'2 s'1 are operating at 5 to 10 MW power.
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The applications of neutrons from research reactors can be roughly divided into three
categories: (1) research (2) industrial applications (3) medical irradiations. The priorities among
these applications have been changed over the years, also depending on the properties of the specific
reactor type.

In the beginning the research on reactors was mainly focused on the understanding of the
reactor itself and the development of reactor technology for electrical power stations. For this reason
numerous test irradiations of nuclear components (fuel elements, cladding, structural materials) were
performed.

In parallel to these practically motivated investigations neutron diffraction, radiochemistry and
activation analysis became very interested clients of the research reactors neutrons. Up to now, these
investigations remain very helpful tools of the understanding and analysis of matter, utilising very
sophisticated methods and devices.

As industrial applications silicon doping for the generation of very homogeneous
semiconductor raw material and the production of isotopes for medical applications are the most
important. Gemstone colouring is an interesting possibility of material modification, but limited by
the problem of residual activity after the irradiation.

The irradiation of patients with neutron (and gamma radiation) from research reactors is
established at a few stations only. Because of their limited penetration through the tissue thermal
neutrons can only be applied at the surface of the body. For deeper penetration into the tissue fast
neutrons generated by converter elements are used.

3. New options developed during the last years

Despite or because of the tendency of reducing the number of research reactors very
dramatically during the last years, some important developments and new techniques were
established at research reactors [1].

The extension of the wavelength range of neutrons into the subthermal region is a very
important possibility for neutron scattering investigations. This can be done by means of cold
neutron sources consist of moderators with very low temperatures. For the extraction of these slow
neutrons with highest efficiency (avoiding the background of faster neutrons and gamma radiation)
neutron guiding systems were developed. By means of mirrors (for instance 58Ni) or sheets of
different layers of mirrors cold neutrons can be transmitted from the source to experimental devices
over dozens of meters without large losses.

The methods for neutron detection were improved by the development of imaging plates,
multiwire counters and the application of camera systems. The application of these devices is
associated with the rapid development of the performance of personal computers which are needed
to handle the very large amounts of data generated by the new systems. This is especially valid for
neutron tomography as a new feature of neutron radiography.

As tool for the treatment of cancer in brains boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) is under
development. Although the first ideas for this method are decades old, new methods and special
developments were needed to raise the acceptance for such treatments. The development of special
boron containing substances absorbed by the cancerous tissue is one of the main problems for this
method.

Beside the usual activation analysis which is using the decay of activated nuclides for the
estimation of very small amounts of material in samples the prompt gamma activation analysis
(PGAA) was developed during the last recent years. It is possible with this method to investigate and
analyse those nuclides which have no delayed but prompt emission of radiation. Compared to
traditional activation analysis, other nuclides with changed sensitivities can be studied.
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4. Possibilities of experiments and facilities for nondiffractive applications at SINQ

After the final shut down of the research reactor SAPHIR (10 MWj,, MTR-type) the spallation
source SINQ will play the role of the strongest neutron source for research purposes in Switzerland.

Compared to a research reactor some special features have to be considered:

• During the spallation process initiated by protons with 590 MeV high energy neutrons are
generated. Not all of them can be slowed down to thermal energies. Therefore, a massive
shielding is necessary around the source. Between the target region were the peak of neutron
distribution is located and the ,,outer world" shielding of about 6 m thickness is arranged (mainly
iron, borated concrete).

• The space in the neighbourhood of the target is very limited and difficult to access. Compared to
pool reactors there is no possibility to arrange irradiation facilities with large volumes.

• If the shielding is penetrated to extract neutrons or to place material samples inside, an urgent
demand for shielding occurs, especially against the high energy neutrons.

Under these circumstances and boundary conditions a total of six independent experimental
facilities are under development and installation (see fig. 2). They will be described succinctly in the
following chapters.

nondiffractive
applications at SINQ

preparative neutron
activation (PNA)

gas-jet for radio
chemistry (GJA)

thermal neutrons

neutron activation
analysis (NAA)

neutron radiography
(NEUTRA)

boron neutron capture
therapy (BNCT)

prompt gamma
activation analysis

(PGAA)
cold neutrons

Fig. 2: Experiments for nondiffractive applications at SINQ (shadowed: operated mainly by department ASQ)

4.1. Irradiation facilities

In order to irradiate material samples with neutrons two independent rabbit systems are
installed. The samples are enclosed in capsules which are driven to the end position in the moderator
tank by helium gas flow. The neutron spectrum at the irradiation positions is mainly given by the
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properties of the moderator, which is heavy water in the case of SINQ. A comparison to the neutron
spectrum of a light water moderated research reactor is given in fig. 3. The ratio of thermal to fast
neutrons is larger for SINQ, however the component of high energy neutrons might cause some
problems.
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Fig. 3: Neutron spectrum inside the moderator tank of SINQ, compared to that in a light water moderated research
reactor

4.1.1 Facility for preparative neutron activation (PNA)

The aim of the irradiation is the generation of nuclides for use in medical applications.
Especially, the research and development for chemical substances applied for cancer treatment needs
the production of nuclides which guarantee the following requirements:

=> emitters of beta-radiation with half-life between 2 and 5 days
=» the maximum of the energy of the radiation should be only about 1 MeV
=> accompanying gamma radiation should be only weak with energies below 200 keV
=> high efficiency for applications by the use of pure nuclides

Among different candidates for nuclides with those properties n iAg, 186Re, 166Ho, 159Gd,
153Sm, 165Dy are interesting in this order of priority. For the generation of theses nuclides the
properties of the raw material as well as the irradiation conditions are important. Because of the low
cross-sections of the target materials the thermal flux level should be as high as possible. The
irradiation will need several days of irradiation time at 3*1O13 cm"2 s'1.

The rabbit system for PNA has its end position inside the moderator tank near the maximum of
the thermalized neutron flux. The target material is enclosed in welded aluminium capsules which are
driven and cooled by helium. For reloading and handling of the irradiated capsules a shielded transfer
station is located near the outlet of the rabbit line. Figure 4 gives an overview of the inner installation
of the irradiation devices in SINQ.
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4.1.2. Facility for neutron activation analysis (NAA)

This analysis methods is well established at PSI and has a good tradition for the estimation of
very small concentrations of material inside small samples. The methods has some important
advantages compared to other analytical procedures:

• the physical state of the sample material is unimportant (solid preferred)
• different isotopes can be simultaneously considered
• very high sensitivity with small sample amounts
• the samples remain essentially undisturbed

During the last years the method was mainly applied to the estimations of environmental
poisons and rare earth elements concentrations. The irradiation times are in the order of seconds to
minutes only at thermal fluxes of about 1013 cm"2 s"1. The samples are enclosed in polyethylene
capsules which are driven by helium (inside the shielding) and compressed air (over the long distance
to the chemistry lab).

42. Radiochemical experiments - gas jet

This device is an arrangement of thin uranium foils where fission product nuclides are
generated by the neutron irradiation. These emitted (mainly radioactive) particles can be extracted
and transported within a gas flow to a chemistry lab. Therefore, the gas-jet system represents a very
important and flexible tool for radiochemical investigations [2].

43. Neutron radiography

This method represents an important tool for non-destructive inspections of macroscopic
components and material samples. Compared to X-ray radiography the sensitivity of detection with
neutrons differs very much regarding the observed materials. Especially for light materials with high
cross-sections the contrasts with neutron radiography are much higher than with X-rays. An example
is given in fig. 4 by comparison of the images of a diskette obtained with both methods.

Detailed methodical explanations are given in chapter 5.

r

L
Fig. 4: Radiographic images of a diskette with X-rays (left) and thermal neutrons (right)
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4.4. Prompt gamma activation analysis

By means of gamma spectrometry it is also possible to investigate nuclides which are not
activated by neutrons, but emitting prompt gamma radiation when neutron capture occurs. In this
manner, some very important materials like hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, phosphor, sulphur, cadmium
and mercury can be analysed concerning their distribution and concentration, especially at the
sample's surface. Methodical improvements are possible using cold neutrons, neutron concentrators
and different spectrometer options. A new facility with these new features will be installed at SINQ
[3].

45. Investigations for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT)

The basic principle of BNCT is the interaction of the isotope 10B with neutrons, where alpha
particles and 7Li nuclei are produced. Because of their high biological impact the tissue in the
neighbourhood can be destroyed. One of the research fields for BNCT is the development of
substances which are well absorbed by the cancerous tissue. For the estimation of the boron
distribution after application of these substances in experiments with animals a method with track
etch detectors was developed [4]. Using the neutron guide line 1RNR13 for cold neutrons these
investigations will be continued and improved by raising the spatial resolution to 1-2 fxm. For
minimising the background from recoil protons the contribution of neutrons above 0.4 eV should be
very small (about 0.2%).

5. NEUTRA - The neutron radiography facility at SINQ

At the thermal beamline in sector 30 a new neutron radiography facility will be installed using
the practical experiences of devices at research reactors [5,6]. For the design of the facility, the
special properties of a spallation source to be considered. The layout should be as universal as
possible to supply a wide range of applications. Although SINQ can provide thermal as well as cold
neutrons, it was decided to use thermal neutrons for radiography because of their deeper penetration
through macroscopic samples.
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Fig. 5: Basic set up of a neutron radiography system
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5.1. Principle of neutron radiography

In Fig. 5 the set up of a neutron radiography facility is given with the neutron source, the
collimator, the sample and the detector system. The arrangement is usually completed by filter
systems and shutter devices. In this manner, the detector is producing an image of the neutrons
transmitted through the sample (collided or uncollided). The performance of the radiography system
and quality of the produced images are mainly given by the quality of neutron source and the
sensitivity of the detector system.

52. Neutron Source

Different sources for neutron radiography purposes exist. The most powerful stations are
installed at reactors because of their high flux level. Mostly the thermal flux is used for radiography,
but there are also devices operating with fast or cold neutrons.

The disadvantage of reactor stations is their loss of mobility. For in-situ investigations there are
some other possibilities using accelerator driven systems or radioactive sources with special
moderator assemblies. However, the portable sources can never reach the flux performance of
reactors. Therefore, very long exposition times or lack in the image quality is the consequence.

At SINQ the first neutron radiography station working at a spallation source will be installed.
Some special consideration were done to optimize the system concerning flux level, spatial resolution
and radiation protection demands.

53. Detector types

As neutron detector for radiography a layer of neutron absorbing material is needed to produce
a latent image on a recorder with high efficiency. As suited absorber material Gd, Dy, 10B and ^ i
were found.

Traditionally X-ray films and track etch foils are used as recorder materials. With film it is
possible to achieve a resolution up to 10 (im depending on the film quality. With track etch foils
nearly each interaction of neutrons with the detector material can be microscopically analysed.

New techniques are available now with CCD-camera systems with scintillator screens, neutron
sensitive imaging plates and intensifier tubes reducing the recording time. Static and dynamic
investigation are now possible by on line recording and storing of the images.

53.1. Direct methods

If the neutron sensitive detector is in contact with the recorder of the produced image it is
called a ,,direct" system. The advantage is the very high sensitivity and the possibility to get the
image simultaneously to or nearly immediately after the exposition. However, some of the recorders
are sensitive to y-radiation too and the neutronic image might be disturbed.

53.2. Transfer methods
If the beam from the neutron source has very high contributions of y-radiation or the sample is

radioactive or it is producing additional radiation by neutron interactions, clear images can only be
obtained by transfer methods. In this case, the converter is activated by the transmitted neutron beam
but not influenced by other radiation fields. Short time after the exposure this converter is put
together with the recorder (film or imaging plate) for a time which is corresponding to the half-life of
the detector material. As detector/converter material natural dysprosium is mainly used. The decay of
two nuclides can be used for the generation of the recorded image (165Dy- Ti/2=2.35h, 165mDy - Ti/2=
1.3 min).

This procedure is especially important for investigations of spent fuel elements and other highly
radioactive components of nuclear power plants.
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533. Neutron tomography

If the investigated object is observed with radiographic methods and about 100 images are
produced during the rotation around the vertical axis, this amount of data about the sample can be
used for the tomographic reconstruction. Compared to other tomographic techniques the effect of
scattered neutrons has to be considered very carefully because of their more ramdom interactions
with the sample [7].

Although neutron tomography has high requirements concerning computer performance
(especially storage capacity), the developments for computers will help to push neutron tomography
to a useful completion of standard radiography.

5.4 Layout of the SINQ facility

In Fig. 6 some details of the neutron radiography facility NEUTRA at SINQ (sector 30) are
shown. Whereas all components inside the target block are installed and ready for operation, the
outer beam line and the shielded working room cannot be placed before all SINQ components have
found their right place during the installation work.

The most important characteristics of the facility are summarized in table I. Beside the thermal
neutron flux level at the detector position the performance of the facility is mainly given by the ratio
of the diameter of the first aperture D and the distance between this aperture and the detector L. In
the case of NEUTRA L/E> is in the order of 550, indicating that the geometric unsharpness of the
beam will be in the same order or better than the resolution of most sensitive detector systems.

NEUTRA : Neutron Radiography Station at SINQ

Iron
shielding

RADIOGRAPHY
STATION FOR
RADIOACTIVE
SAMPLES

\

GENERAL
PURPOSE
RADIOGRAPHY
STATION

Beam line
nozzl

Target

Sample
positioning
device

Detector Beam-
catcher:

inner collimator outer collimator

Fig. 6: Layout of the neutron radiography station NEUTRA at a thermal beam line of SINQ

A new CCD-camera based detector system was developed, installed and successfully tested at
the thermal column of the test facility PROTEUS at PSI. In Fig. 7 the basic design of the detector
box is illustrated.
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Table I: Design parameters of the neutron radiography facility NEUTRA

neutron generator

structure of the
source

structure of beam
formatting
assemblies

additive structures
for beam quality

enhancement and
operation

characteristics of the
produced neutron

beam

spallation source SINQ

target

proton beam

moderator

beam tube nozzles inside the
moderator tank

cooled shielding plug with
window

convergent collimator

first aperture

divergent collimator with
beam shutter

outer collimation tube

filter

additional apertures

shutter

flux (thermal)

L

D

L/D

shape and size of the
irradiation area

Zircaloy pins

1 mA on the target

D2O , diameter 2 m

opening angle 10*, minimum
distance from target centre

24 cm

iron with an Al-window

iron wall

boron carbide filled plate

iron wall, partial claded with
Cd

Bi, thickness 5 cm, diameter
8 cm

2 inside the shielding, 3 in
the outer collimator tube

6 iron drums, driven
electrically

5*106cm"2s'1

11 m

2 cm circular

circular; diameter 40 cm
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Table II: Practical applications of neutron radiography

Field

of application

NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY APPLICATIONS

Basic

research

Industrial
application

Examples

Aerospace Inspection of honeycomb structures*, detection of
moisture and corrosion,
assembly control

Archaeology

Art

Automobile
industry
research

&

Biology

Ceramics r
Chemical &

petrochemical
industry

Civil engineering

Defence

Dentistry

Forensic
utilisation

Geology

Heat transfer

Material sciences

Medical research

Nuclear

Turbine
manufacturing

Examination of composite metal objects*

Investigation of paintings

i Study of fluid flow in combustion engine, quality control
t of gas pile, quality control of airbag

Root growth

•*MM< Hill I I I II

inspection for cracks*

v ' Hydrating of steel, visualisation of two phases, quality
i control of sealings

• <

:*''

> t llrHlllinillti

1
t *

Water transport in porous building materials*,
behaviour of steel in reinforced concrete

Quality control of explosive charges*

R&D on filling techniques*, quality control of metal
components for crowns*

Determination of authenticity or integrity of documents

Porosity of rock*, layers in sediment soils*

X 1 Visualisation of two phases behaviour
II III l^'ll"" *••« ti Ml 1 1 llj • .KM i.ii.'m i w

\ X \ Alloy distribution

1
Determination of gallstone structure, study of
compounds for BNCT (Boron Neutron Capture
Therapy)

1 Inspection of irradiated fuel cladding*, quality
3 control of fuel elements*

quality control of turbine blades

* performed as program or as feasibility test in the framework of the PSI neutron radiography
activities
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ELECTRONIC NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY DETECTOR

neutron b©am

V Y Y V yr

Al mirror

light tight box

scintsSSafor screen

system
control

cooling
(-13Q°C)

window (neutron absorbing) window (lead gias)

Fig. 7: Design of a camera based neutron radiography detector system

. Practical applications

Becoming the only powerful neutron radiography facility in Switzerland, different applications
are foreseen in continuation of the reactor tradition at SAPHTR and the TRIGA of the Atominstitut
in Vienna [8,9].

Table II summarizes the applications and research fields for neutron radiography. Own
practical experiences are written in boldface. The extension of applications to other fields is
depending on the user's demands and the manpower available.

6. Summary - Status of the installations at SINQ

This paper has attempted to illustrate the properties of the different experiments at SINQ,
summarised under the global term ,,nondiffractive". Using the different properties of neutrons in
interaction with matter (absorption, scattering, fission,...), a wide range of applications and research
tools will be available at SINQ.

From the six mentioned facilities about 2 will be in operation during the SINQ start with the
first proton beam on the spallation target Nevertheless, the completion of the remaining facilities will
be performed during the first half in 1997, than reaching the level of routine operation.
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